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Steps to product
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Recent concerns about some building products not being fit for purpose
underscore the need for manufacturers and suppliers to provide the
right product information – and to back this with suitable evidence.
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For more

The product assurance resources and

Table 1

Building products risk considerations

LIKELIHOOD OF FAILURE*
FACTORS INFLUENCING THIS INCLUDE:

Previous evidence of failure

Installation

WAYS TO REDUCE THIS INCLUDE:

Any past problems with this or similar products? If
so, have any changes been made (for example, to
installation methods, product components) to reduce
or remove this risk?
Is this easy, does it require some building knowledge,
or can it only be installed by LBPs or approved
installers?
Are installation instructions clear and readily
available?

Maintenance

Limiting the scope of use
Changing how it is produced or installed
Implementing/ improving a quality
assurance system for manufacture
Improving installation and maintenance
requirements and information (could
include more controls or oversight)

How important to the product’s performance/
likelihood of failure?
How likely to be carried out? A qualified person
needed? Maintenance instructions readily available?

Discoverability

Is the product visible during daily use? During
maintenance?
Could it fail without warning, or would any impending
failure be apparent so able to be fixed?

CONSEQUENCE OF FAILURE*
FACTORS INFLUENCING THIS INCLUDE:

Scale of failure

WAYS TO REDUCE THIS INCLUDE:

Would this be minimal, moderate (for example,
would lead to a leak/water ingress) or substantial
(for example, failure would render the building
uninhabitable)?

Impact on other building
components

Would this be isolated or could it affect other building
components? How serious could this be?

Notice of failure

Would there be any warning so that any impact on
health and safety could be addressed before it’s
serious or, in an extreme case, so people could be
evacuated before the building collapsed?

Financial loss

Would failure cause any financial loss to the building
owner or neighbouring building owners? If so, to what
extent?

Installation changes to reduce the potential
impact
Design changes to provide a backup system
for any failure
Implementing warning systems where
possible

*Note: This means failure to meet the relevant performance requirements of the Building Code.
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